This document serves as a description of the creative process and results for a
Knowledge exchanging platform for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The Symbol
It is important to keep homogeneous a look and feel all along the platform that fits within the image identity
and guidelines of the MFA.
For achieving the symbol, which will serve as logo for the first Team Site, we took the letter Y (from the word youth)
and the circle, representing that the youth is the center of our work. With the circle, and the diagonal of the right
arm of the letter, we took some of its geometry away, so the complete Y will be created only in the imagination of
the viewer. Imagination and Youth meet in the logo.

Structure / HOMEPAGE
We approach the assignment of creating this platform in a way in which its own structure and concept is
scalable, and gives the possibility of growth as its use grows.
We will begin by designing the structure for one Team Site, with the tools we have so far and a structure that can
be replicated if there is a need for creating more Team Sites. The recommended technological framework to use is
called Share Point.
A Team Site helps groups of people to share knowledge, news, work together in projects, communicate and do a
variety of things with the many APPS it has embedded. We won’t use all of them, but it is advisable to have in mind
that Share Point framework allows a variety of interactions among coworkers.
A Team Site can be private (only viewed by invited members) or public (viewed by all the people in the
organization). Permissions are very easy to organize and manage, with the possibility of inviting guests with
different levels of access.
All members of a Team Site are content authors who jointly create and edit content within the site

NEWS

EVENTS

News are the everyday blood of the Site. Those
personal contributions to the page attract more
contributions, keep the members up to date about
projects and processes and encourage them to visit
the platform. News are the perfect way share stories of
interest and relate with other sites as the network grows.
They offer variety and keep people interested.

Those events can be meeting points and landmarks
to look forward from the organization. They can make
the communications more personal but also manifest
some rewards for those who follow the page, in the
form of conferences, online training possibilities,
gatherings and deadlines.

QUICK LINKS
There we can find links to documents and sites (both
internal or external) that the organization wants to
stress. That is a very aye catching place on the web,
and offers a direct access to the materials without
much navigation.

COMMENTS
The feedback is always important as well as to give
space to conversations along the site.
NOTE: This is a Share Point Dummy - With no definite pictures.

MOST VIEWED / REPORTS
Thanks to some of the APPs in Share Point, the
members can see at a glance what other members
are interested in, facilitating therefore the finding of
information and a community sense. There are also
opportunities to publish data in very visual ways and
put Forms, Surveys and Interactive questions valuable
for the organization. This helps the Home page
informative and interactive.

TEAM SITE 1 / Flow Chart

Although our tools are mainly in the form of documents, the navigation trough the platform needs to be
visual and engaging. So, as we said, the goal is to facilitate the acquisition and use of the tools (located in the
Document Library), but for each of the tools there is a page created. Having a page created with the information
of the each Tool, which can be downloaded and used as a template on each of these pages, allows members
to save time (because they know what they can expect), interact with the content (via comments) and share it
with colleagues much easier (as each page has an individual URL).

Index for Youth Approaches
The Visual Navigation can either get us to a page
(where you read about the Tool and can download it).
Each item on the index has two slides, in the second
one you access the Tool directly without going to the
page first. Tools can be interlinked.

Document Library
Here, members could not only download the Tools, but also create them on the spot or
synchronic Tools created on their computers, with no need of having the programs installed.

There are possibilities, within the Document Library, to create columns informing about
the nature of the Tool (who created it, changed it for the last time, weight or link back to
the page it belongs).

Index for Thematic Guidance

Examples of NEWs
with inner and outer links.

Visual index that leads to different
parts on the web

The platform grows / Intranet Phase
The framework allows for the creation of more Team Sites as the network grows, to cope with the needs of
differentiated working teams, regional needs or specific projects. There could be, for instance, a Team Site for
each embassy or project. Each Team Site can have its own permissions, making the whole system very flexible,
allowing certain contents to be seen by people with enough credentials only. This is a key benefit provided
by SharePoint Hub Sites; they model relationships as links, rather than hierarchy, so that you can adapt to the
changes in the way you work in a dynamic manner by changing which Team Sites are linked with which Hub
Sites, or by rearranging the permissions.
But once the network grows, and more and more member contributes with knowledge, how do
people find the piece of information that they need. We solve this issue with the creation of Hub Sites
(Communication Sites) based on shared interests. Those Hub Sites will show the most relevant information
and materials from the Team Sites subscribed to them. In that way if someone needs to find something
specific, let’s say something about Sales, she would not need to visit all the Team sites, she will just visit the
Hub Site about Sales.

HUBS – Characteristics and
advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring together team sites and communication sites that have
something in common
News and site activity from all the daughter sites becomes easily
accessible, screened through and valued.
Search across related sites.
Cross-site navigation
Consistent look and feel across sites, so the users, no matter where
they come from, have a similar experience.
The hubs are created by Admins, and users use. The user creates and
share info in the daughter site, not in the hub.

What should be a hub site?
Hub sites complement the search experience by helping
people discover information in context.
We have to work towards creating experiences that allow
intranet users to find what they need in multiple “find”
scenarios:
•
•
•

I know it exists, and I know where it is
I know it exists, but I don’t know where it is
I don’t know if it exists

One of the important capabilities that Hub Sites enable is the serendipitous discovery of information (discover
by chance) because they can surface contextually relevant content from sites you may not follow but are
associated with the hub. But if the user already has a particular context in mind, Hub Sites can be very helpful in
narrowing those experiences down to a handful of related sites.

End of Part One

